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Provide relief to fruit
growers: Ex-MLA
Excelsior Correspondent

Kavinder Gupta and others kick starting work on WSS at
Gangyal on Tuesday.

Kavinder kick starts WSS,
other developmental works
Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU, Jan 29: Former Dy
CM & senior BJP leader, Kavinder
Gupta today toured Gandhi Nagar
Assembly constituency and kick
started work on laying of pipe line
of Water Supply Schemes (WSS) at
Sector 3, Ward 56 in Gangyal area.
Kavinder Gupta along with
Councillor Baldev Bilowria started
much awaited WSS dream project
for whole of the Ekta Vihar and
adjoining areas, which shall be supplied with the required water supply. This was the long pending
demand of the area and this project
is being executed by the PHE
Department with an estimated cost
of Rs 24 lakh.
Speaking on the occasion,
Kavinder Gupta
said that
Government was committed to
provide all basic amenities like adequate drinking water, power, education, healthcare facilities and other
civic facilities to the people of all
the three regions of the State, especially the areas where there is either
shortage of water supply or where
the pipes are damaged and the new
colonies. Gupta said the directions
have already been passed to the
concerned for identification of
habitations where there is shortage
of water and also they were asked

to prepare Detailed Project Reports
(DPRs) where either the Over head
Tanks or the Bore wells are require.
"It is the responsibility of the
concerned officers and engineers to
conduct field survey and project
plans on priority," he said and listed
the developmental works under
execution in Gandhi Nagar
Constituency.
Kavinder Gupta was accompanied by Xen PHE, J P Singh, Vinay
Gupta and Harbans Choudhary
besides prominent persons of the
area.
Later Gupta also kick started
developmental works in Sector 3,
Channi of Ward 50. He was accompanied by Councillors Baldev
Billoria & Neena Gupta. Prominent
among those, who accompanied
Kavinder Gupta, included Ankush
Gupta, Kulbir Charak, Ishant
Gupta, Rajesh Modi and Kailash
Langar.
Kavinder said that BJP will
fully support the newly elected representatives from various wards for
the development of the area. On
the occasion, local people projected
charter of demands which included
construction and up-gradation of
lanes and drains in area. Gupta
assured that their genuine demands
will be looked into.

SRINAGAR,
Jan 29:
CPI(M)
leader
Mohamad
Yousuf
Tarigami (ex-MLA)
has urged the Governor administration to release funds on
account of the relief in favour of
affected fruit growers of
Kashmir.
In a statement issued here
today, the CPI(M) leader reiterated that the untimely snowfall
of November 4, wreaked havoc
with fruit industry damaging
both fruit trees and standing unharvested crops. The little
relief announced by the
Government, is yet to reach the
fruit growers as the funds on

this account have not been
released in full.
The fruit growers, he said are
in a state of shock and denial of
relief permissible under SDRF
norms has completely shattered
their faith in the governance system. He has urged the Governor
to look into the issue personally
and release the funds to the concerned district authorities on top
priority.
Tarigami
said the fruit
industry is the mainstay of
States economy, adding that
negligence of this potential sector will seriously hit livelihood
means of lakhs of farmers with
disastrous impact on GDP of the
State.

2nd phase of agitation
by PoK DPs begins
Excelsior Correspondent

demonstration, Rajiv Chuni
accused the BJP leadership of
being hypocrite and arrogant.
"In 2013, this party had taken
out a Refugee Adhikar Yatra
from Poonch to Lakhanpur and
R S Pura to Ramban promising
the community to address their
grievance and we people also
trusted them by extending all
support in 2014 polls but it
turned out to be another Jumla
of this party," he alleged and
appealed people to teach BJP a
lesson in the forthcoming elections.
Drawing
a
parallel
between Displaced Persons
from PoK and Kashmiri
migrants, Rajiv Chuni said
that all facilities like relief in
cash, ration, free accommodation and even tax rebate were
being
extended
to
the
migrants from Valley whereas
on the other hand, there was
only lip service for the PoK
DPs. He informed that the
SOS International has prepared a comparative chart on
the Government facilities to
Kashmiri migrants and PoK
DPs, which will be distributed
among people for awareness
on step motherly treatment to
the community.
Others who addressed the
gathering, included Advocate
Chaman Lal, Sanjeev Sharma,
Dilbagh
Singh,
Harbans
Singh, Dushyant Puri, Sarvjit
Singh Kranti, Udesh Paul
Sharma, V K Datta, VR Bali
and Pramod Ghai.

POONCH, Jan 29: Second
phase of agitation by the PoK
Displaced Persons, under the
banner of SOS International,
led by its Chairman Rajiv
Chuni, began with a massive
protest
demonstration
at
Poonch City.
A large number of PoK DPs
from Poonch assembled at
Krishan Chander Park in
Poonch City and held a massive demonstration there
amidst raising of slogans. The
protesting DPs also took out a
march from the demonstration
site to Deputy Commissioner's
office where a memorandum of
demands, addressed to Prime
Minister of India and Governor
of Jammu and Kashmir, was
submitted through the District
administration.
They were
demanding
implementation of the whole
package passed by State
Cabinet in October 2014 for
PoK Displaced Persons, facilities to all Displaced Persons at
par with Valley migrants,
reservation of eight Assembly
seats for the people displaced
from PoK, permission for PoK
DPs to visit their religious
places in Pak occupied Jammu
Kashmir, inclusion of 5,300
BJP general secretary, Yudhvir Sethi, addressing a party
PoK DP families living outside
meeting in Jammu East constituency.
the State in the ambit of package passed in October 2014
and return of cash deposits
with interest to PoK DPs lying
with J&K Bank Mirpur.
While
addressing
the
In the given scenario when the
Excelsior Correspondent
momentum is high the nation canJAMMU, Jan 29: BJP State not afford to put anyone on the
general secretary, Yudhvir Sethi wheel other than Narendra Modi, he
today said that Jammu and Kashmir added. He asked party workers to
under Modi rule is on the path of converge at the venue in a big way
progress, as in last five years the and make the rally a grand success.
State has saw tremendous developmaterials used by the grandfaExcelsior Correspondent
“Since this is election time and
ment.
ther.
both general as well as State polls
JAMMU, Jan 29: Theatre
He said this is for the first time are likely to be held simultaneously,
The family members start
that Jammu and Kashmir besides every effort should be put in to group Natrang here today pre- detailed conversation on the
Ladakh has witnessed massive make their rally a success where the sented Stanley Houghton's deeds of the grandfather,
development and corruption has stalwarts are also sure to make some popular play 'The Dear planning the details of the
taken a back seat. “Earlier, during announcements for our state which Departed' translated in Hindi obituary announcement in the
the regime of Congress and is now on a progressive path,” he by Sewak Nayyar and direct- papers and the insurance preNational Conference there was asserted.
ed by Neeraj Kant.
mium
payopen loot of public money,” he
Later, Yudhvir also went to
ment. They
added.
oversee arrangements at the venue
start discusYudhvir said this in separate where Deputy Commissioner
sion over the
meeting of BJP workers of Akhnoor Samba and police officials were
distribution
unit and Jammu East. Both the party also present. After reviewing the
of grandfaunits resolved to participate in a big stage arrangements and enclosures
ther's belongway and reach AIIMS ground at for guests besides party workers and
ings among
Vijaypur on February 3 in large leaders, Yudhvir Sethi expressed his
them.
numbers to make Prime Minister satisfaction over the arrangements
A m i d
Narendra Modi's public meeting a being made at the site for the mega
these discusgrand success where he is scheduled rally.
sions
and
to speak his heart out in respect of
Besides, District, Mandal,
debates,
to
development of Jammu and Shakti Kendar and booth incharges,
everybody's
Kashmir.
Rajeev Sharma, Rajesh Gupta,
surprise,
He said Prime Minister Jugal Dogra, Veenu Khanna, Aseem
A scene from play 'The Dear Departed' staged g r a n d f a t h e r
Narendra Modi is leading the coun- Gupta, Arvind Gupta and Baldev at Jammu on Tuesday.
(who
was
try to a new high where world has Billawaria participated in the meetactually alive) is seen coming
started recognizing India as a force. ings.
The play is a hard hitting downstairs.
satire on the condition of the
While taking tea, the truth
elderly people who are being comes out and the grandfather
abandoned and neglected by gets to know how his daughtheir own children.
ters have been in a hurry to
In the beginning of the divide his possessions among
also alleged discrimination with play, Mrs. Slater goes to offer them.
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Jammu region in respect of wages something to grandfather
Natrang actors who perUDHAMPUR, Jan 29: The to the workers in PHE department. Abel Merryweather and finds
formed in the play included
PHE workers and employees held
While addressing the protest him quite cold and motiona strong protest demonstration for demonstration, Som Nath drew less. She declares that the Brighu Sharma, Abhinav
release of pending wages, here attention of the Governor's admin- grandfather is no more. Sharma, Meenakshi Bhagat,
today and announced to observe istration towards plights of PHE Accordingly, her sister and Sameena Kousar, Brijesh
Kaam Chorh Hartal on February 4, workers and demanded implemen- her husband, the Jordans are Avtar Sharma and Saanvi
Anand. Lights were operated
5.
tation of SRO informed about the sudden by Neeraj Kant whereas the
520
besides demise of the grandfather.
sound was rendered by Manoj
Slater and her husband are Lalotra.
release of wages,
Sushant
Singh
pending since busy making arrangement for Charak presented the show
October 2014. the mourning. They are before the audience and the
He alleged that expecting Jordans to join show was coordinated by
the authorities them. They start using various Mohd. Yaseen.
were befooling
poor workers by
not clearing the
stand on pending
wages
since
PHE workers protesting for release of their October 2014 to
the Tawi front on the lines of
Excelsior Correspondent
March 2018.
pending wages at Udhampur on Tuesday.
River Sabarmati. A team was
"The Chief
JAMMU, Jan 29: Shiv Sena also deputed to study how the
The protest was organized Engineer has issued directions to
under the banner of Water Works pay the wages from April 2018 but Bala Sahib Thackeray J&K unit Sabarmati river development
(PHE) Employees Association, led he has not cleared anything about has urged upon the Governor, corporation was functioning and
by its senior vice president Som the gap of 42 months," he Satya Pal Malik to take steps for maintaining the cleanliness and
Nath. A number of workers from explained and urged the Governor early completion of much await- recreational aspect of the entered Tawi river front project on the prise. But after remaining in
Tikri, Jib, Thathi, Ramnagar,
* Watch video on
pattern of Sabarmati river.
Majon, Kulwanta, Majalta, Mand,
power for three and half years
www.excelsiornews.com
Shiv Sena State President, nothing has been done to accomGarhi, Mansar, Chenani and
Patnitop took part in the protest to personally intervene into the Dimpy Kohli here today told plish the project for the welfare
demonstration.
matter for getting the pending reporters that the development of Jammu traders who are sufof 4.50 km stretch of Tawi river fering due to callous attitude of
The protesting workers raised wages released.
slogans in support of their
Others, who spoke on the occa- front along the lines of previous BJP Government,"
demands, which also included sion, included Vijay Kumar, Suraj Sabarmati river seems to be a Kohli said.
implementation of SRO 520, Parkash, Makhan Chand, Balbir cruel joke by BJP with Jammu
Vipin Hindu, Shiv Sena
Minimum Wages Act, providing Singh, Amit Dubey, Sanjay people.
Chairman, Manish Sahni,
"In the year 2015 the PDP- General Secretary, Ashwani
adequate staff at the PHE stations Sharma, Ganesh Chand, Rajinder
facing shortage of workers, change Kuamr, Prabu Lal and Govind BJP coalition Government Gupta, Senior Vice President
mooted the plan of developing and others were also present.
of designation, DPC, etc. They Sharma.

J&K under Modi rule on
path of progress: Yudhvir

Natrang stages play
'The Dear Departed'

PHE workers protest for pending
wages, threaten Kaam Chorh Hartal

Closure order of Central Cooperative Banks
fumes border inhabitants, protest held
Excelsior Correspondent
KATHUA, Jan 29: Miffed
over the closure of Central
Cooperative Banks throughout
the district, the farmers and local
Senior Congress leaders, Sham Lal Sharma and Dr Manohar villagers staged protest demonLal Sharma posing with party functionaries at a function in stration at border village of
Billawar.
Salalpur under the leadership of
Ex-MLC Subash Gupta.
The protesters raising slogans against the decision

Manohar, Sham urge cadre
to strengthen roots of party

Excelsior Correspondent
KATHUA, Jan 29: Former
Ministers and senior Congress
leaders Dr Manohar Lal Sharma
and Sham Lal Sharma today
urged upon the Party functionaries to strengthen the Party further at booth, Halqa and Block
levels in the State in order to
face the challenges.
While addressing a party
function at Billawar, they called
upon young Congress workers
to ensure big victories for the
congress candidates in the forthcoming elections and said the
success of any party depends on
its cadre and youth power.
Dr Sharma, in his address,
instructed the cadre to take
Congress ideologies and principles to the people and expose the
lies and wrong policies of BJP
among the people. In the meet-

ing, he also hit out at the Centre
Government for failing to come
up to the expectations of the
people in Jammu and Kashmir,
saying that Centre has miserably
failed in J&K on all counts. The
dual standards and political
exploitation on the part of BJP
stand exposed, he asserted.
Sham Lal Sharma, while
addressing
the
meeting,
expressed confidence that
Congress Party will counter the
falsehood and propaganda by
BJP and RSS in the forthcoming
elections. He said the Saffron
Party is hell bent to divide people for electoral gains.
Senior leaders of DCC,
Block presidents and prominent
party activists of Billawar also
attended the meeting and
assured that they would remain
enthusiastic to strengthen the
Party in the State.

said adding that all these branches are running under profit and
with the closure of these branches not only the depositors will
suffer however the branches will
also have to suffer huge loss.
Subash Gupta further added
that with the closure of Salalpur
branch the farmers will have to
travel 25 kilometers to reach
other banks, which will be

Farmers and locals raising slogans during protest at village
Salalpur in district Kathua.

wastage of time and money.
demanded revoking of closure
The other protesters includorder of banks.
ing Sarpanchs, Panchs, and
Subash Gupta while express- farmers alleging Government of
ing anguish said that during the anti-farmer and anti-border poptenure of Congress Government ulace appealed Governor to
8 Central Cooperative Banks interfere in the matter and issue
including Salalpur, Chadwal, orders of revoking the closure
Kalibari, Martha Nagrota, order. The protesters also
Sukrala, Thara Kalyal, Nagri warned of intensifying the strugand Sanjhi Morh were opened. gle if their demand is not met
The main motto of opening within stipulated period.
these banks was to facilitate the
Ajeet Kumar, Retd. Ranger,
villagers especially the farmer Praveen
Bhagat,
Ramesh
community.
Kundal, Raj Kumar, Ram Lal
“The branches as on Ex-Sarpanch, Tarsem Lal,
December 31, 2018 were having Joginder
Singh,
Ramesh
termed late Dr. Sonam Dawa as cash deposits from range of Rs
a dynamic administrator as well 91.47 lakh to 431.87 lakh,” he Chander and others were among
protesters.
as a great visionary leader, saying that during his brief tenure
of 2 years as CEC, Leh district
has witnessed
tremendous
momentum in every sphere of
development. JTN said that
apart from upholding the dignity
the Modi Government among the
Excelsior Correspondent
and sanctity of LAHDC, late Dr.
masses. She specifically collected
POONCH, Jan 29: In continu- data which includes booths, Shakti
Dawa had given a prompt governance at all level accomplishing ation to official visit to districts to Kendra Pramukh etc. She also
the developmental aspirations of assess the party preparedness for explained about the future prothe people and set an example 2019 elections, State BJP Mahila grammes regarding 2019 elections
for other leaders in the way of Morcha president, Rajni Sethi was given by the National Mahila
on two-day "Pravaas" in twin disworking.
Morcha and Kamal
Dedicating this park in honShakti Abhiyan, Mahila
our of Dr. Sonam Dawa is a
Samooh
Sampark,
small token of respect, JTN
Mahila
Labharti
urged upon the people of all
Sampark, Kamal Jyoti
walks of life to follow the path
Sankalp,
Kamal
of dedication, sincerity and
Sandesh Motorcycle
hardworking which was shown
Maharally, etc.
by late CEC and it would be a
Rajni Sethi stressed
true tribute to our beloved
that the workers have to
leader.
pledge together to
JTN felt the need of making
ensure the win of every
this day an annual feature to
polling booth and this
remember and highlight the life
Rajni Sethi alongwith BJP Women will be achieved by
and deeds of departed leader wing leaders at Poonch.
working on each 'Shakti
which would surely become an
Kendra'. She emphainspiring means for our posteri- tricts of Poonch and Rajouri, where sized on the importance of Shakti
she addressed gathering of the Kendra and the polling booths for
ty.
BJP President, Leh Dorjey party workers.
ensuring the win of party in 2019
While addressing the workers, elections.
Angchuk, PDP Councilor
Naseer, Congress leader and for- Rajni Sethi said that Matra Shakti
She asked the workers to make
mer CEC Rigzin Spalbar, Vice will play an important role in the Bhartiya Janta Party strong upto
approaching
elections
of
2019
and
President,
LBA,
Rinchen
the booth level as per the Mantra
Namgyal, Col. Lobzang Nima, for this Mahila Morcha should given by PM Narendra Modi
representative of Anjuman work tirelessly to strengthen the "Booth Jeeta Toh Chunav Jeeta".
Immamia and Councilor Turtuk roots of the party in the society.
Newly appointed district president
Maintaining that BJP has got Jyoti Bhalla, her team members
also spoke on the occasion.
an edge due to the performance of and State executive members
Modi Government, she added that Harpreet Kour (Councilor), Murti
if workers at the booth level don't Sharma, Amarjot were felicitated
become active, all efforts will go in this programme.
waste. She stressed that the party
Prominent among those who
vention would be huge including will win 2019 elections because of were present on the occasion,
improvement of survival outcome, its performance and then no one included MLC Pradeep Sharma,
reducing the extent of disability, can dethrone the BJP for the next State Secretary Sunil Gupta,
improving the quality of life and 50 years.
District president Bansi Sharma
Accompanied by State general and other senior members of the
enabling all children to achieve
secretary Sanjita Dogra, Rajni party.
their full potential.
Dr (Brig) Man Mohan Harjai, Sethi urged the party workers to
Chief Administrative Officer of the take the public welfare schemes of
SMVDNSH stated that SMVD
Narayana Superspeciality Hospital
is committed to provide quality
Excelsior Correspondent
healthcare services to the community, especially to children and for
JAMMU, Jan 29: Security
Excelsior Correspondent
this the hospital has been empanforces today conducted a search
REASI, Jan 29: A young operation following suspected
elled with Rashtriya Bal Swasthya
Karyakram (RBSK). He further man died after he slipped from movement along the Indo-Pakistan
stated that the magnitude of the snow covered pathway at Larh border in Ramgarh sector of Samba
congenital heart disease is enor- in Mahore while a youth was district.
mous (8-10 children in every 1000 found dead in a Nallah in Arnas,
The search operation was
children are born with the problem here today.
launched in Basantar river area in
Reports said that Zulfkar Ramgarh sector following reports
of Congenital disorder) and
son of Mir Bagh of Kaidoora of suspected movement in border
resources are very limited.
Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Gulabgarh, was on the way to areas, sources said.
bringing
Narayana
Superspeciality home from Larh
Basantar riverine area along the
Hospital, Kakryal is a well-estab- ration when he suddenly International Border had been an
lished state-of-the-art cardiac sci- slipped from snow covered infiltration route for militants.
ences center including Paediatric pathway and fell in a nallah.
Earlier, Pakistan Rangers tarCardiologist,
Paediatric He was shifted to nearby dis- geted forward posts along the
Cardiothoracic Surgeon, Paediatric pensary where he succumbed to International Border in Samba distrained Anaesthetist and dedicated his injuries.
trict.
Meanwhile, a youth was
Cardiac Operation Theatre.
BSF troops guarding the borfound dead in Gari Nallah at derline retaliated resulting in brief
Arnas, here today. The deceased exchanges, sources said.
was identified as Ranjeet Singh
They added that Pakistani
(22), son of Bahadur Singh of Rangers fired several rounds on
Hunder, Arnas. Police has reg- forward posts along the IB in
During the drive, erring shop- istered the case and started Ramgarh sector but their guns were
silenced with the BSF retaliation.
keepers were booked under differ- investigations in this regard.
ent sections as they were found
cooking and storing sweets and
milk products in unhygienic conditions. The cases were compounded
Excelsior Correspondent
Taranagar, Janglote, Chackludan,
on spot and a fine of Rs 6300 was
Parliband, Old Bus Stand,
realized from the defaulter traders
JAMMU, Jan 29: According to Sawanchak, Shastri Nagar,
in Thanamandi. Besides, Rs 600 Chief Engineer, Elect. Maintt. &
Basantpur and adjoining areas will
were realized from erring traders in R.E. Wing, Jammu, the shutdown
Darhal, Rs 2400 from erring of 20MVA Transformer Bharat remain affected.
Likewise, the shutdown of 50
traders of Manjakote, Rs 500 from Bijlee fed from 120 MVA, 132/66
Nowshera, Rs 2800 from KV Grid Station Kathua will be JKVA Transformer Vijai fed from
Sunderbani, Rs. 4400 from erring observed on January 30 from 11 120 MVA, 132/66 KV Grid Station
Kathua will be observed on
traders of Khawas and Rs 8200 am to 01 pm.
January 30 from 03 pm to 05 pm.
from erring traders of Rajouri. The
Similarly, the shutdown of
During the shutdown period,
teams also destroyed 12 kg of polythene and 70 kg of stale fruits and 50MVA Transformer EMCO fed the power supply to Nagri, Barnoti,
vegetables
during
the from 120 MVA, 132/66 KV Grid Palli, Nanan, Jakhbar, Saidpur,
inspection.They also inspected 11 Station Kathua will be observed on Kathua City Ward No. 4, 5, 6 &
petrol pumps and checked the January 30 from 01 pm to 03 pm. Changran Village will remain
During the shutdown period, affected.
measuring cylinders and other
equipments used at petrol pumps. the power supply to Hatli Morh,

First death anniversary of
Dr Sonam Lonpo observed
Excelsior Correspondent
LEH, Jan 29: The LAHDC,
Leh has dedicated the newly created park of Housing Colony,
Leh in honour of former
Chairman and Chief Executive
Councilor, LAHDC, Leh Dr.
Sonam Dawa Lonpo on his first
death anniversary today.
The
Chief
Executive
Councilor,
LAHDC,
Leh
Jamyang Tsering Namyal (JTN)
after inaugurating the Park
announced to dedicate it after
Dr. Sonam Dawa Lonpo’s name.
Council organized a function
here today which was attended
by a galaxy of personalities, relatives of departed leader, heads
of various religious, political
and social organizations and
paid rich tribute to late Dr.
Sonam Dawa Lonpo by offering
Khataks at his portrait.
Those present on the occasion
include
Executive
Councilor Minority Affairs
Mumtaz Hussain, Executive
Councilor Agriculture Stanzin
Phuntsog,
Deputy
Commissioner/Chief Executive
Officer, LAHDC, Leh, Avny
Lavasa, Chairman, Municipal
Committee, Dr. Ishey Namgyal,
Councilors of LAHDC, Leh,
senior Congress leader Tsering
Samphel, SE PWD, relatives of
late Dr. Dawa and people of
Housing Colony.
Addressing on the occasion,
Jamyang Tsering Namgyal

Rajni Sethi visits Poonch-Rajouri
to assess BJP preparedness for polls

Five children with congenital heart disease
successfully treated at Narayana Hospital
Excelsior Correspondent
KATRA, Jan 29: Five children
suffering from congenital heart disease
were
treated
using
Interventional Cardiology (minimally invasive procedure alternatives to surgery) at Shri Mata
Vaishno
Devi
Narayana
Superspeciality Hospital, Kakryal
under Rashtriya Bal Swasthya
Karyakram (RBSK).
The Rashtriya Bal Swasthya
Karyakram (RBSK) was launched
in February 2013 under National
Rural Health Mission with a new
initiative aiming at early identification and early intervention of over
27 crore children from birth to 18
years to cover 4 ‘D’s viz. defects at
birth, deficiencies, diseases, development delays including disability.
The children diagnosed with
illnesses receive follow-up including surgeries at tertiary level, free
of cost under NRHM. They were
treated by Prof (Dr) Hemant
Madan,
Senior
Consultant,
Cardiology
and
Paediatric
Cardiology.
Prof Madan specified that the
dividends of early cardiology inter-

Man slips
to death

Searches in
Samba

'BJP failed to develop Tawi 12 kg polythene seized, 70 kg
stale fruits destroyed
front on Sabarmati pattern'
Excelsior Correspondent

RAJOURI,
Jan
29:
Intensifying the drive to check
food adulteration and other violations in the district, various teams
of Legal Metrology, Food Safety
and Food Civil Supplies &
Consumer Affairs Departments,
Tehsildars,
officers
of
Municipality, Health department
and Police jointly conducted market checking in Sunderbani,
Nowshera
and
Rajouri,
Thanamandi, Manjakote and
Darhal and booked erring traders
realizing a fine of Rs 17000 from
them.
The team inspected various
food establishments including
shops of sweets, provisional stores,
fruits shops, bakery and fast food
units in all the tehsils of the district.

Power shut down

